Data Driven Personas – A Light Look
Sophisticated, market representative personas
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Sapio’s Data Driven Personas, are ‘art meets science’, whether it’s
substantiating pen-personas or starting from scratch.

Data Driven Personas in Action

Corporate Claude –
23% of audience.

Demographics
•	Most likely to have a budget
of >£5m
• Has management responsibilities.

High opportunity
Objectives

Their organisation values
• Innovation
• Good financial results
• Customer retention / loyalty.

• Influence and find markets
• Source new products
• Discussions with 			
professional consultants.

STRATEGIC

TACTICAL

Key personal characteristics
•	Makes decisions quickly and is prepared to take risks.
Personal glory hunters
• Also the group most likely to see rules and procedures
as expendable in decision making
• Just an occasional social media user. They are the
biggest users of traditional industry press

• Unlikely to attend event talks or seminars
•	
In it for the long game – thinking 2 years
hence to set up logistics, marketing
programmes, contract signing etc
•	They have both global strategic and local
market tactical projects in personal portfolios.

Challenges

Opportunities

•	Concerned about product
competition in the same
markets and product
categories.

•	Want few, but quality interactions so they can find the new quickly
• Opportunity to see what companies like them are doing
•	Provide /market a platform for buzz, banter, politics and demonstrating
they can make things happen
• Use herd instinct and picture the “typical person” in their position
• Use nudge theory behavioural techniques
• They place weight on experience so promote case studies and reports.

Persona 3. Corporate Claude (23%)

Base: 356

Find out who your
audience are and
what they really lick like.

Collaboration
Insight
Strategy
Coaching

When to use Data Driven Personas:
• Own marketing / pitching
• Onboarding & planning

What the technique shows
Sapio’s Personas:

• Campaign execution
• Account reviews

> Break your audience into more manageable groups
>	Get a flavour and understanding of their different
behaviours, attitudes and needs

Benefits

> Size, value and prioritise each market segment

Personas will give you a mine of information
about each group. Understanding each
group can help:

>	Inform more personalised propositions,
messaging and content
> Develop internal frameworks to engage brands
in understanding their customers.

>	Identify unmet customer needs
> Give inspiration for new products or services
> Facilitate more accurate personalisation

How it’s done
Sapio’s Data Driven Personas are a
simple way of illustrating complex maths.
This is how we usually do them:
>	First, we agree the aspects specific to the
proposition or market that need to be understood
>	Then we incorporate general audience
understanding, personal attitude and behaviour
questions, plus demographic or firmographics
questions
>	Then we put the questions into field – 300
responses are a minimum, but ideally 2,000
responses should be collected (if a B2C market)

> Provide insight for strategy and business planning
> Allow for more targeted and relevant messaging.

Outcome/examples of technique use
Examples of Sapio’s Persona use:
>	Grouping event visitors, allowing for specialised
content within the event, as well as targeted
pre-show marketing
>	Categorising customers based on their savings
habits and needs allowed for creation of new
products, and a more streamlined and personalised
recommendation service

>	Once finished in fieldwork, the data is cleaned
and prepared for analysis

>	A fintech client used personas to segment SMEs,
identifying those most likely to use and helping
to improve targeting

>	Finally, factor and cluster analysis is carried
out to produce the groups (or personas!)

>	Forming the basis of ‘tribes’ to inform celebrity
figureheads for a PR campaign and consumer quiz.

We can also incorporate internally held data
into each persona if required.

Audience | Brand | Content Research

Sapio do the tricky analysis, then work with
you to build a picture of who the people are,
what they relate to, how they’re motivated,
what they need and how to reach them.

Contact the SAPIO Research Insight Team today
to find out more team@sapioresearch.com
or call +44 (0) 207 2361 604

